
 

Making fabric flowers is not only super fun, but they have dozens of gorgeous applications. Here 
are 30 great reasons to give them a try:

1. Brooches: Craft fabric flower brooches to adorn jackets, blazers, or dresses. 
2. Hair Accessories: Create unique hairpins, clips, or headbands with fabric flowers.
3. Wedding Accessories: Craft beautiful, everlasting fabric flower bouquets and boutteniers.
4. Corsages: Design fabric corsages for proms, or formal events.
5. Baby Headbands: Make adorable baby headbands with miniature fabric flowers.
6. Shoe Embellishments: Attach fabric flowers to shoes for a unique look.
7. Hat Decorations: Add fabric flowers to hats or caps for a fun and quirky style.
8. Scarf Embellishments: Add fabric flowers to add 3D charm to scarf ends.
9. Shoe Embellishments: Attach fabric flowers to shoes or sandals for a fun twist on footwear.
10. Jewelry: Make fabric flower necklaces, bracelets, or earrings for a chic accessory.
11. Bag Embellishments: Sew fabric flowers bags and totes for a stylish touch.
12. Costumes: Use fabric flowers to create eye-catching costumes or props.
13. Photography Props: Use fabric flowers as props in photoshoots for a pop of color.
14. Photo Backdrops: Craft a stunning photo backdrop with a variety of fabric flowers for special 

events and photo shoots.
15. Themed Parties: Customize fabric flowers to match the theme of a party or event.
16. Table Centerpieces: Make beautiful arrangements to adorn tables for special occasions.
17. Napkin Rings: Create unique fabric flower napkin rings for dinner parties and gatherings.
18. Seasonal Decor: Create fabric flowers in seasonal colors for festive decorations.
19. Garlands: String fabric flowers together to create decorative garlands for parties or room decor.
20. Wreaths: Use fabric flowers to make wreaths for your front door or interior decorations.
21. Curtain Tiebacks: Create fabric flower tiebacks for curtains or drapes.
22. Lampshade Decor: Adorn lampshades with fabric flowers for a fun look.
23. Pillows and Cushions: Decorate pillows and cushions with fabric flowers for a cozy feel.
24. Quilt embellishments: Add 3D intrigue to your quilt blocks
25. Baby Mobiles: Make a baby mobile from fabric flowers for a colorful and stimulating nursery decor.
26. Picture frames: Add to picture frames for a charming accent
27. Faux flowers: Decorative additions to potted plants or flower arrangements.
28. Scrapbooking: Incorporate fabric flowers into your scrapbooking and cards for dimension.
29. Gift Toppers: Attach fabric flowers to gift packages for an elegant presentation.
30. Clothing repairs: Use as a cover-up for holes and stains.
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